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Abstract: With the aim of solving the problem of long training time and local minimum in fully 
coupled neural networks, a Brain-Like Multi-Hierarchical Modular Neural Networks (BMNN) was 
proposed. Unlike most of the traditional modular neural network, BMNN owns a brain-like multi-
hierarchical architecture and uses a collaborative learning approach. In BMNN learning 
process, each input sample is learned by multiple sub-sub-modules in different sub-modules 
and the result of BMNN is the integration of the multiple sub-sub-modules learning results, 
which helps to improve the BMNN’s learning accuracy and generalization ability. The learning 
algorithm of the sub-sub-modules is an algebraic method which greatly improves the BMNN’s 
learning speed. Applied BMNN to different complex problems and the simulation results 
compared with BP neural network and RBF neural network, the experimental results 
demonstrated that BMNN can heighten the approximating ability effectively to handle 
complicated problems, and the training time is shorter than with fully coupled neural networks.
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